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About RoseRyan

25
years in 
business

More than

850
clients

RoseRyan takes dynamic companies further, faster, 
by delivering specialized finance and accounting 
solutions at every stage of your company’s growth. 
Versed in Silicon Valley’s rapid pace and unique 
business environment, our consulting firm has 
helped 850+ companies achieve success since 1993. 
No matter the size of your company or the scale of 
your next endeavor, RoseRyan has the wide-ranging 
solutions to accelerate growth.
Learn more at www.roseryan.com.

Contact:
Chris Vane
510.456.3056 x169
cvane@roseryan.com

Whether you’re 
moving at a rapid 
pace or stalled 
by a finance 
challenge, we will 
help you advance.

We help companies meet their 
milestones and reach their  
goals through every stage in  
the business lifecycle. 

• Rely on CFO and controller expertise for strategic input on key decisions
• An experienced, outsourced accounting team handles day-to-day finance operations
• Gain efficiencies with our proven tech stack for core finance activities 

Corporate Governance:
Stay compliant with controls that match your risks as well as the current audit
landscape. Focus on the risks that matter.
• For Sarbanes-Oxley, design controls that drive efficiencies in financial and IT processes
• Private companies gain a reputation for financial integrity with stakeholders
• Assess significant operational and compliance risks through internal audit expertise

Strategic Projects:
We take on the tough stuff. Rely on our finance aces when you’re undertaking
an M&A deal, IPO or divestiture, an overwhelming accounting change or a tricky
transaction that tests your in-house skills. We can get you through it.
• Calm the chaos with specialized experts who always get the job done
• Know that your company is applying the right accounting rules for its situation
• Fully support the company during its next big transaction

Interim Finance:
Bridge a skills gap, add a layer of financial leadership or bring in some expertise for a
one-time need. RoseRyan interim finance pros get up to speed fast.
• Raise the bar of your finance function with a top-notch interim CFO or controller
• Reach out for niche skills—we have SEC reporting pros and revenue experts
• Fill out the holes in the team with an FP&A expert or SOX pro

Solutions Overview

Sit back and enjoy the ride. Our finance pros lead the way
or extend a guiding helping hand through every type of 
finance challenge.

Emerging Growth:
Develop a solid finance foundation, and get to the next stage with our full stack CFO 
solution offeriing all levels of finance expertise. Then your company can make the right 
moves. 
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